
Saturday
Jan. 21

Burlington [Main Events]

10am – Opening Ceremonies (Rating: G) :
Kick off FrostCon 4.0. Meet some of our staff and get the scoop on what's hot for
the weekend. A great way to kick off the weekend.

11am – Advanced Wig Styling (Rating: G) : Hosted by Malindachan
Stumped on how to do your next wig project? This panel will be covering a 
variety of advanced wig styling techniques including foam core, hairlines, 
ponytails/pigtails, and dyeing.

12pm – Cosplay Armour 101 (Rating: G) : Hosted by Malindachan & Ex-Shadow
An intro to making armor out of foam and thermoplastics. Learn the differences 
between Thibra and Worbla, and the advantages for each!

1pm – The 404's Opening Act Show for All Ages (Rating: PG) :
The 404s Improv Comedy Troupe kick off the convention weekend with their 
brand of the short form show, where fans will get to interact and give 
suggestions for each scene catered to all sorts of fandoms. Come for a whole 
burst of laughs!

4pm – Making it on YouTube (Rating: G) : Hosted by D-Piddy
YouTube superstar D-Piddy gives you tips, tricks and pointers on how to make it 
big on YouTube.



6pm – FrostCon Masquerade (Rating: PG) :
The Masquerade is a costume contest and display of creativity by your fellow 
convention attendees. Entrants may dress as anything and fun so long as they 
can motor themselves across the stage and back. You'll find a wide variety of 
costumes, and just plain silly people in costume. This is a judged event and is a 
highlight of FrostCon. If you're not competing, come cheer on your fellow 
cosplayers or compete in the “Out-Of-Competition” division. All entries are 
judged in four separate categories (Novice, Journeyman, Artisan and Master) to 
give everyone a fair chance.

9pm – The 404s Late Show (Rating: R) : Hosted by The 404s
As night falls it's time for The 404s to give some mature laughs while still getting
the audience to aid in suggestions and interactions on stage. One of the most 
famous formats the Late Night Show will mix your interests with a hilarious twist!

Pearson [Lounge]

10am – Cosplay Repair & Lounge (Rating: G) : Hosted by The Cosplay Medic
Whether your having cosplay troubles or just need a place to relax, then come 
on in and let the crew take some of your cares away.

4pm – Masquerade Green Room (Rating: G) :
All masquerade entries it’s time to report into the Green Room. Where you will 
meet your Den Dad or Mom as they prepare you for the masquerade to come 
and where workmanship judging will be taking place. 

8pm – Cosplay Repair & Lounge (Rating: G) : Hosted by The Cosplay Medic
Whether your having cosplay troubles or just need a place to relax, then come 
on in and let the crew take some of your cares away.



Halton [Exhibitors]

10am – Exhibitors Hall : Where all your shopping needs and wants can be found 
from our lovely artists and dealers. Whether your looking for the custom art 
print, plushie, shirt or whatever else might interest you.

Harvester [Community]

10am - Community Hall :
In here you will find all of our guests, promo alley and media. Come on in and 
have a chat with your favorite cosplay idol or get some great photos at the 
Cosplay for a Cure booth or pre-register for an upcoming convention. 

Brant [Panels 1]

11am - Mettaton's Gameshow: An Undertale Interactive Panel (Rating: PG) : 
Hosted by Ekaterina Gretskaia
WELCOME BEAUTIES AND GENTLEBEAUTIES...TO TODAY'S GAMESHOW! 
Mettaton welcomes you to join the audience to experience an exciting show 
brought to you by the Undergrounds biggest star! This is an Undertale panel, 
filled with various Undertale themed challenges to put you head to head with 
other participants! Come on out and show us if you're up for the challenge!

1pm - Competing in Masquerades: An Insider’s Look (Rating: G) : Hosted by 
Amanda “Elemental” Irwin and Sarcasmhime
Want to learn how masquerades work? What the judges judge? How things are 
scored and why things win (and why other things don't?) This panel discusses 
the ins and outs of Masquerades, in both local and international stages, and 
gives foolproof tips to take onstage to make your next presentation stronger.



2pm - Convention/Cosplay Photography (Rating: G) : Hosted by Amanda 
“Elemental” Irwin and AmLeigh Photography
Learn how to improve your own photography in this panel that will cover basic 
posing, moving from hobbyist photographer to paid photographer, how to get 
clients, how to increase your fanbase, social media navigating and of course, 
how to bring out your best in photos whether you're behind the camera or in 
front of it!

4pm - Queer Girls in Animation (Rating: PG) : Hosted by Annabel Gerke
Discover the best of queer girls in animation with picks from Japan and North 
America! We’ll be examining some popular works from recent years, and some 
lesser-known essentials featuring *actual* believable queer characters!

9pm - Late Night Pillow Fight, BYOP (Rating: PG) : Hosted by PARTY MONSTERS
Come and let off the steam of the day with a good ol’ fashion pillow fight. Also 
bring you own pillow(from home) - Dress in your best/favorite kigurumi or PJ’s 
and prepare for battle. Rules, no low blows or head shots.

Glenwood [Panels 2]

12pm - History of Costuming (Rating: PG) : Hosted by Sarcasmhime
Have you ever wondered how fan costuming got started? Where did the term 
‘cosplay’ come from? Come and learn the history of our nerdy, shiny hobby!

2pm - Male Cosplay (Rating: G) : Hosted by Niq Cosplay
A specialty panel for sewing, crating and doing make up for male characters. 
Learn how to go from every day you to FABULOUS.

3pm - Geisha Fact vs Fiction (Rating: G) : Hosted by Sarcasmhime
There’s a lot of misinformation about geisha, both in Japan and in the West. Find
out how to tell the myths from the truth!



8pm - WTF Did I just watch?! (Rating: R) : Hosted by Ryan Bowman
From weird commercials to terrible AMV's, the internet is a beautiful place. So 
let's explore what the internet has to share, by joining me in a journey into that 
part of the web that makes you laugh, cry, and wonder to yourself, WTF did I just
watch?



Sunday
Jan. 22

Burlington [Main Events]

10am - Cosplay 101 (Rating: G) : Hosted by Niq Cosplay
Thinking about cosplaying but don't know where to start? Are you already 
cosplaying but need help? Cosplay 101 teaches you the basics to cosplay. Come 
get all the questions you may have answered!

11am - Advanced Cosplay (Rating: G) : Hosted by Malindachan
Take your hobby to the next level! Learn how to up your game in cosplay 
competitions and expand your online presence!

12pm - Masquerade Awards (Rating: PG) :
Come out again and cheer and support all those who entered the masquerade 
the night before as we announce all the workmanship, presentation and Best-In 
awards. Who knows, you might just win something yourself.

1pm - Cosplayers Q&A (Rating: PG) :
Ever had a question about which fabric to use or products to use to get that wig 
to look like a character in a video game or just had a question you wanted 
answered by one of your favorite cosplayers. Then come out and have all these 
questions answered and more by several of cosplay guests.



3pm - The 404s Improv Workshop (Rating: PG) : Hosted by The 404s
Ever wanted to try your hand at improv? Come to this all ages workshop to learn
from The 404s some practice exercises, tips for acting and try some of the 
scenes and games seen in shows. All experience levels are welcome and if you're 
especially good you could get a tryout to become part of the troupe in the 
future!

5pm - Closing Ceremonies (Rating: G) : We close out another year of FrostCon 
excitement. Join us for fond farewells and reminiscing as we look back on the 
wonderful memories that were made this year, or come leave your thoughts on 
this year and things for future years as we sign-off until next year. 

Pearson [Lounge]

10am - Cosplay Repair & Lounge (Rating: G) : Hosted by The Cosplay Medic
Whether your having cosplay troubles or just need a place to relax, then come 
on in and let the crew take some of your cares away.

Halton [Exhibitors]

10am - Exhibitors Hall : Where all your shopping needs and wants can be found 
from our lovely artists and dealers. Whether your looking for the custom art 
print, plushie, shirt or whatever else might interest you. 

Harvester [Community]

10am - Community Hall : In here you will find all of our guests, promo alley and 
media. Come on in and have a chat with your favorite cosplay idol or get some 



great photos at the Cosplay for a Cure booth or pre-register for an upcoming 
convention. 

Brant [Panels 1]

11am - Cosplay Life Drawing (Rating: G) : Hosted by That Joker Guy and Erin 
Cossar
Ever wanted to have you and your cosplay drawn in real life, then come out and 
volunteer as That Joker Guy draws for you. We shall also supply pencils and 
paper, or you can bring your own sketchbooks if you prefer and draw our 
cosplay models.

12pm - The situation of Independent Comic Book Creation (Rating: G) : Hosted 
by Alfosno Espinos
Panel description pending

1pm - Posing in Cosplay: Getting Better Photos of Yourself (Rating: G) : Hosted 
by Amanda “Elemental” Irwin
Shy in front of the camera? Never sure what you should do when someone asks 
for a photo? Tired of coming home from con and hating every picture of 
yourself you find? Drop by to learn tips and tricks on how to pose for any 
costume and any situation and gain some insight on how to beat those self 
image blahs.

2:30pm - Working with Thermoplastics (Rating: G) : Hosted by Amanda 
“Elemental” Irwin and Candy Cosplay

Part 1: Introduction to Worbla, Wonderflex, Thibra, Sintra: What are they, which 
do you use where, and how the heck to turn them into kickass armor and 
amazing props. This introduction panel covers the full breakdown of different 
materials and how to get started on your next costume, with samples to play 
with yourself!

Part 2: Techniques and Finishing. Now that you know what sort of thermoplastic 
you want to use on your project, this panel discusses patterning, shaping, 
moulding, finishing and painting as well as troubleshooting techniques and 



different attachment methods for armor, props and sculptures.

Glenwood [Panels 2]

11am - Kimono 101 (Rating: G) : Hosted by Sarcasmhime
A presentation explaining the basics of kimono – history, types of kimono, basic 
construction and how this knowledge can help you in cosplay.

1pm - Kimono Dressing Workshop (Rating: G) : Hosted by Sarcasmhime
Bring your own kimono or yukata and learn how to wear it properly! We’ll also 
have a limited number of yukata to try on.

2pm - LGBTQ Representation In Sailor Moon (Rating: PG) : Hosted by Annabel 
Gerke
Come help us explore the diverse LGBTQ cast of Sailor Moon! From the 90’s 
anime and the manga to the English dub and Sailor Moon Crystal, we’ll examine 
the range of LGBTQ representation across Sailor Moon’s many adaptations. Join 
us as we remember the best (and worst - we’re looking at you, cousins) Sailor 
Moon has to offer, and discuss all the great queer characters you know and 
maybe some you didn’t!

4pm - Crossplay 101 (Rating: G) : Hosted by Eclipse Cosplay
Showing off tips and tricks as well as answering any and all questions you might 
have about crossplay including wigs, makeup, chest binding and more!


